
Paul Lawson at the Murray Bridge Speedway Track  
Originally built by & year: Alf Baker. 
Motor: Vincent HRD 1000cc.  
Original driveline/ Rear End: Duplex Chain.  
Type of chassis/ Frame: Tubular Steel.  
Body/ Style: Traditional.  
Unusual Features: Only Speedcar in the world powered by a Vincent.  
Comments on Vehicle: Past Drivers: Alf Baker, Roy Sand, Owen Darker, Paul Lawson.  
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SACSA COMMITTEE 2017-2018 
https://www.southaustralianclassicspeedwayassociation.com/ 

POSITION NAME PHONE EMAIL 

 

PRESIDENT Ian Sweetman 0403822526 iansweetman2017@gmail.com 

V. PRESIDENT Lisa Miller 0422980361 glisbro1@outlook.com 

SECRETARY Peter Caddy 08 82630552 pmtcaddy@tpg.com.au 

TRESURER Robbie Casson 08 82845321 robcasson40@gmail.com 

SOLOREP    

SIDECAR REP Chris Tomson 08 8556 8558 
0407618032 

chrissue5051@dodo.com.au 

TQ & F500 REP    

SPEEDCAR REP Ian Sweetman 0403822526 iansweetman2017@gmail.com 

SUPERMOD REP Rodney Dohnt 0421673907 dohntr@gmail.com 

STOCK CAR/ RODS/ 
SALOON REP 

Dennis Bald 
Julianne Crafter 

08 87398227 
0439392987 

gizbald@yahoo.com.au 
froghopping@bigpond.com 

NEWSLETTER Kristie Crafter 0467477321 sacsaweb@gmail.com 

PHOTOS DVD’S & 
WEB PAGE 

Julianne Crafter 0439392987 froghopping@bigpond.com 
sacsaweb@gmail.com 

HISTORIAN Chris Brown   

PATRON Peter Denton   

 

Canteen Committee Brian Farquhar 0447131263 

Raffle Brian Farquhar 0447131263 

Club Member Of The Year  Chris Tomson  

Brian Schultz Trophy John Moyle  

 
Welcome To Our New Members: 

Jeff Pulford 
Ray Eastwood 
Brent Stanford 

If you would like to add to next month’s newsletter: 
Email: sacsaweb@gmail.com 

Next General Meeting: Tuesday 3rd July 2018, 7:30pm. Model T Ford Club Rooms. 
Guest Speaker: Kim Cottrell 

https://www.southaustralianclassicspeedwayassociation.com/
mailto:iansweetman2017@gmail.com
mailto:glisbro1@outlook.com
mailto:pmtcaddy@tpg.com.au
mailto:robcasson40@gmail.com
mailto:chrissue5051@dodo.com.au
mailto:iansweetman2017@gmail.com
mailto:dohntr@gmail.com
mailto:gizbald@yahoo.com.au
mailto:froghopping@bigpond.com
mailto:sacsaweb@gmail.com
mailto:froghopping@bigpond.com
mailto:sacsaweb@gmail.com
mailto:sacsaweb@gmail.com
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President’s Report. 

Hi everyone it's hard to believe that I have almost completed my first year as SACSA's President, time has 

moved so quickly. 

The Committee and I have worked very hard to make the 2017 / 18 season a success. We have also made great 

efforts to stabilize the club which was suffering from a level of disorganization and neglect. The Committee will 

continue this work and we look forward to a great 2018 / 19 season with the highlight being our National 30th 

Anniversary Classic Meeting on November 24th at Murray Bridge. 

Speaking of the Classic I am very pleased to announce that Shannon's Insurance have agreed to be our major 

naming rights sponsor for the meeting. 

Shannon's have also agreed to be a club sponsor for the next twelve months; this sponsorship will help greatly 

with the running of our classic. 

The AGM is coming up at the August Meeting and we will have a few vacancies on the Committee, I encourage 

everyone to consider becoming a committee member. 

The club has achieved a great deal in the last twelve months but we have been held back by a lack of committee 

members, remember many hands make light work and a few more people will give us a greater ability to make 

things happen . ( give it a go ) 

We have been trying to organize an end of year picnic meeting at Peter Ziedas's track at Pt. Parham but Peter's 

work schedule and the weather have been a problem. If this meeting happens it will probably be at fairly short 

notice, so be ready, it should be a great fun day. 

I would like to thank Gil Cameron for being our Guests Speaker at the last general meeting. Those of you who 

didn't attend missed a very entertaining talk. 

I would also like to thank all SACSA members who have supported myself, the committee and the club activities 

this year. If we can keep your momentum going, the future will be bright and enjoyable for the club. 

Cheers Ian Sweetman. 
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South Australian Classic Speedway Association 

 
Minutes of the General Meeting. 

Held 5th June 2018 at the “Model T Ford” Club Rooms. 
 

Visit us at: www.southaustralianclassicspeedwayassociation.com/ 

 

1. Opening  

President Ian Sweetman opened the meeting at 7.30pm and welcomed members present.  Gil Cameron 
was introduced as the guest speaker.  

2. Apologies  

Apologies were received from Paul Lawson, Chris Brown, Rick Skuse and Margie Caddy.   

3. New Members and Visitors 

Ray Eastwood and Geoff Fulwood were welcomed as new members.  

4. Minutes of Previous Meeting  

Peter read the minutes of the May general meeting. 

Moved, Julianne Crafter, Seconded, Dave Moore.  Accepted. 

4.1 Business Arising 

Ian advised that the F500’s and TQ’s are welcome to run at Mildura on the 10th June.   

5. Correspondence 

Secretary, Peter Caddy detailed the correspondence.  

Moved, Julianne Crafter, Seconded, Ann Potts.  Accepted. 

6. Finance Report  

Treasurer, Robbie read the financial report for the month.       

Moved, Nick Butterworth, Seconded, Julianne Crafter.  Accepted. 

7. Presidents Report 

President, Ian reported on the following:  

 An end of season picnic meeting at Pt Parham is still feasible but may be organized at short 
notice, due to limited availability of the track owner. As it is not a registered speedway track, all 
drivers will need to sign a waiver.  

 Ian advised that there were numerous rumors circulating about bikes not welcome by SACSA 
and not being given any meetings. Ian contacted Motorcycle SA to clarify the rulings which are:  

o The Murray Bridge track does not have a permit for bikes and as the infield fencing is too 
close to the track, a license will never be granted. Hay bales would not be a solution.  

o The only track where bikes could demonstrate is Whyalla as the infield barriers are further 
from the racing surface.  

Unfortunately, none of the bike members had contacted Ian direct and rumors continued to 
circulate. Additionally, the bike section had not offered to assist or even made their own 
inquiries to resolve the problems.  

 Ian reported some excellent news with SHANNONS being approached to sponsor the November 
classic and the bid being successful. A substantial amount had been offered and SHANNONS will 
have naming rights for the meeting.  

http://www.southaustralianclassicspeedwayassociation.com/
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8. Section Reports 

 Bikes, nil report. 

 TQ’s and F500’s, six members had enjoyed a run at Gillman on the 3rd June with an excellent 
track. It was reported that there is a potential new member from Mildura.  

 Speedcars, Ian reported that four cars are attending Mildura on the 10
th
 June with F500’s and TQ’s 

welcome to attend.  

 Supermodifieds, the Mt Gambier meeting is deferred to next season.  

 Stockcars, the last meeting for the season is at Horsham on the 9th June.  

9. General Business 

9.1 SACSA Web Site and Facebook page 

Julianne reported that the website is becoming more popular with 2051 hits to date. Ian thanked 
Julianne as the website had been a significant decider for SHANNONS becoming sponsors of the 
November classic meeting.  

9.2 Newsletter 

Ian advised that the newsletter is now being prepared with articles required within the next two weeks. 
The newsletter will be released at the end of June. Peter advised that the newsletter will contain notice 
of the August AGM and membership renewals.  

10. Buy/sell/swap   

 Nil advised.  

11. Raffle   

Michael Levy won the raffle. 

12. Close   

The meeting closed at 8.05pm.  

 

Guest Speaker 

Ian then introduced Gil Cameron as the guest speaker. 

Gil spoke about his introduction to circuit racing and his earlier cars that he had built. He mentioned his 
first visit to Parramatta speedway where he became hooked on sprintcar racing.  His memorable quote 
for the talk was, “Anyone who has raced is doing something special, which sets us apart from everyone 
else”.   

 

The talk was followed by a light supper, thanks Lisa and Brian.   
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Side Car’s and Bike’s Report. 
Renmark 21st April 2018. 
The track was set up with straw bales placed one high around the barriers, this is not rocket science, it can be 
achieved. I wonder at times if SACSA wants Bikes or they put things in the too hard basket. Roughly 100 straw 
bales were used, (not a big effort to pick them up after the meeting). 10 people = 10 straw bales, 20 people = 
20 straw bales, etc. –do the maths, not hard. 
The 4 Side Cars which attended put on an excellent show, there were 3 Heats and a Final, no faults and the 
night went well with good racing. The presentation of the Side Cars was a credit to the owners. 
Side Cars which attended: 

 #82 Side Car (orange) 
Engine Yamaha 6500cc 
Rider: Wayne Lethbridge / Passenger: Dinga Bell 
 #999 Side Car (green) 
Motor Yamaha 6500cc 
Rider: Rocky Warren / Passenger: Adam Lange 
 #5 Side Car (white with red stripes) 
Motor Honda 750 
Rider: Graham Tomson / Passenger: Shayne Tomson 
 #33 Side Car (yellow) & #41 Side Car (white) 
Motor Kawasaki 750 & Honda 750 
Rider: Chris Wakefield / Passenger: Dale Cox 

 
The Solo’s put on some close racing with 3 Heats and a Final. The presentation of these Bikes was a credit to 
the owners. 
Solo Bikes which attended: 

 #12 Daryl Christopher. 
 #19 Brayden McGuinness. 
 #88 Blake Ridley. 
 #125 Daryl Branford. 

The track was prepared very well, a little bit slick for the practice, but when re-graded for the start and a bit 
more water, it settled down to be a very good track. One of the best I have seen for a while. It was a very well 
run meeting. A big thanks goes to Tony Watter and Karen. 
Renmark is going to try and organise 3 more of these meetings which will be very good and with a bit of effort, 
they will consider running TQ’s. This was an excellent effort and well organised meeting made by the owners 
and crew of the Bike’s and Side Cars. See what a bit of effort by the Bikes people can do, no bitching or 
negativity, just organise and run a meeting. 
- Phil Green. 
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I would like to thank Phil Green for his report on the Bike’s Meeting at Renmark on April 21st. This is the first Bike 
report that has been submitted in my time as President and I feel I need to make comment on a fairly one sided 
message.  
SACSA has received some criticism for not running Bikes at the Shannon's / SACSA National 30th Anniversary 
Meeting on November 24th. 
After reading Phil's comments I decided to phone Motorcycling SA and get an up-to-date ruling on the infield barrier 
problem at Murray Bridge, during this conversation, Steve informed me of the following: 

 Murray Bridge doesn't have a current Motorcycle Permit and hasn't had one for several seasons. 

 Even if Murray Bridge had this Permit Motorcycling SA wouldn't approve it for racing because the 

barriers are too close to the track even with hay bales! 

 The only way Motorcycling SA would approve a Permit is if the infield barriers are completely 

removed. The cost of this would be too prohibitive for SACSA to entertain. 

 If SACSA went down this path it would then mean that the car sections wouldn't meet Speedway 

Australia's current requirements. 

 The last time SACSA ran a Classic at Murray Bridge the Bike guys complained bitterly about the 

track surface and said they would never run there again. This was one of the main reasons SACSA 

moved to Renmark for our last series of Classics. 

 If this position has changed, someone from the Bikes needs to inform me. 

 I did approach Renmark early in the season about running a Classic, but the new Renmark 

Committee at that stage were not keen and the quote provided was prohibitive.  
So to conclude I must say that I haven't had one person from the Bike Sections contact me interested in running at 
the Classic. I also haven't had any offer to help run the Bike sections. Yes Phil the maths are not hard, 10 people =10 
bales and 20 people = 20 bales but the reality is I haven't had any offers to lift one bale. I wish the situation was 
different but unfortunately the existing problems make it almost impossible to run the Bikes at the Classic.  
The only option SACSA has is to invite the Bikes to participate in a Static Display on the day. It would be a sad day if 
no Bikes attended at all. 

 
Bikes are always welcome! 
 
Yours sincerely  
Ian Sweetman. 
 

Super Modified’s and Sprintcar’s Report. 

Whyalla Saturday 28th April 2018. 
Four cars travelled to Whyalla for the last run for the season. 

 Peter Zeides (Sprinter 6) 
 George Stell (Sprinter QLD 11) 
 Glenn Catford (Modified 49) 
 Rodney Dohnt (Modified 13) 

The weather was fine and the track was perfectly flat for us to run on. 

We received 4 runs on the night with all finishing. Whyalla track staff thanked all drivers for the effort of 

making the big trip up on the weekend. 

Lastly I would like thank all drivers who made the effort this season to support the section. 

- Thanks Rodney.  
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Speedcar’s TQ’s and F500’s Report. 

Olympic Park Speedway Classic Mildura Sunday June 10th 2018. 
 
Speedcars: 

 Victorian Graeme Pain #29 (ex-Robbie Casson). 
 SA 10 Warren Parker. 

Formula 500: 
 Brian Farquhar & Lisa Miller SA9. 

TQ’s:  
 Peter Blaby Vic 33 powered by a JAWA.  
 Victorian Jack Garraway in a1956 built car powered by BSA.  

 
Chris Thompson sons Shayne and Graham took out Fourth position in the Final for 'Japanese 4 stroke 'for 
riders under 50 year age.  
We appreciate the invitation from Olympic Park Speedway Club Classic, a great event with plenty of action all 
day. 
- Lisa Miller. 
I would like to thank Russell Bysouth and Graham Paine for organizing this event and hopefully more 
Speedcars will support this meeting next year. The Speedcar section will have several new drivers next 
season and SACSA has the most of the runs for next season already organised already, so get the cars ready 
and be prepared. 

- See you on the track. Ian Sweetman.   
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Vintage Stock Cars/ Hot Rods/ Saloons Classes Report. 
 
Queen’s Birthday long weekend. 
Blue Ribbon Raceway Horsham June 9th & 10th 2018. 
 
Vintage Stock Cars: 
• Buick Straight 8 (97) Ron Taylor • Ford Pilot (8) Ian Renwick • Ford (17) Ron Schneider. • Ford (MG19) 
Dennis Bald • Early SDAV Hot Rod (77) Mark Cowin and Leanne Shanks • Vauxhall Velox (92) Darren 
Hetherington. 
 
Vintage Hot Rods: 
• VW Beetle (5) Jamie Pridham • Stock Rod (P26) Dave Monaro • Mayflower Super Rod (W20) Alan Howden • 
Ford Capri (26) James Juri • Early SDAV Hot Rod (76) Rod Hetherington • FJ Holden (90) Austin Corcoran • LH 
Torana (53) Peter Newlan • Torana Hatchback (35) Brad Newlan • Stock Rod (MG17) Leon Crafter. 
 
Vintage Saloon Cars: 
• LJ Torana (74) Steve Ellis • Ford Custom Line (53) John Coghlan and Justin Coghlan • Valiant Charger (46) 
Phil Williams and Ian Renwick • LJ Torana (SA34) John Benson • EH Holden (28) Kristie Crafter. 
 
Vintage Stock Cars: 
Over the 2 days, the stock cars had a good run starting with 6 cars. Heat 2 was a bit of a rush for Ron as the 
door to his Stock Car flew open on the track, a few laps in he managed to get the door closed & locked in place. 
Heat 3 became the start of all the trouble for Dennis as it was making a 
loud noise while it travelled around the track. Dennis made it off the 
track & back into the pits. When parked in the pits it had a broken axle 
& broken key ways. Dennis had no choice but to put the car in the shed 
& start repairs early the following morning. Dennis started at 6am & 
finished by 9am after some welding it was ready to go. Heat 1 for the 
day Dennis did not have much luck with his repair job as the left rear 
key way sheared off once again & with no spares, this put Dennis out 
for the rest of the weekend. For heat 2 Ian’s Stock Car required a push-start due to a faulty alternator. 
Towards the end of the heat Mark’s Stock Car broke the head gasket but was still determined to drive his 
vehicle onto the trailer & did so. 
 
Vintage Hot Rods: 
The Hot Rods started on the wrong foot for the 2-day event, Day 1, heat 1 had a 4 car collision – 3 car pile-up. 
This incident started on the bend of turn 4 & included: Jamie, James, Dave & Alan. Jamie got free but suffered 
panel damage on the front left guard. Alan & James suffered major damage & were unable to continue through 
the weekend. Leon also had to withdraw from the weekend with engine damage to the pistons; Leon did drive 
the Hot Rod onto the trailer before any major damage was done. Peter had carby problems to repair before 
the next heat but it was a quick fix with help from the crew. Dave was 
out for the 2nd heat with repairs to the rear tyre, left side panels & the 
steering arm. Dave returned on the track in heat 3, & was restarted 
due to a very happy footed Brad who jumped ahead of the cue before 
the starting line; he was issued with a black flag but was still able to 
finish the weekend with no other trouble. Heat 1 of day 2 for the Hot 
Rods started with Dave spinning out a few laps in, but with a quick 
boot on the gas & Dave recovered quickly but still had to work hard to 
catch up. Heat 2 was eventful as a couple of laps in & Dave hurriedly headed for the centre of the track & 
braking at the last minute for a great braked spin. Further into the heat & Austin became very close to the wall 
& even sliding along it twice making sparks fly. Brad spun out on the bend of turns 1 & 2, & finally Jamie ended 
the heat in smoke; under more inspection & a quick tweak to the sump plug & the problems seem to lighten. 
The last heat for the weekend was clean & all 6 remaining cars stayed in 1 piece & were able to get back on the 
trailers. 
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Vintage Saloon Cars: 
Before the event started Dennis was unloading the EH off trailer, it bottomed out which bent the sway bar 
forward. This was noticed after the event when loading it back onto the trailer; Kristie had no trouble while on 
the track, so the damage was minor & will be fixed at home. Throughout the heats Steve had to rush from car 
to car as he had the 3-Ltr race just before the Saloons heat. On the track for heat 1 John Benson had a little too 
much fun spinning out which lost him the lead. Heat 2 only had 4 cars 
out as Steve had repairs to undertake on his 3-Ltr vehicle, but was able 
to return in heat 3. Day 2, heat 1 had John Coghlan spinning out by 
himself & John Benson had broken the front rocker. With a crew of 8 
people all huddling around the front end of John’s car trying to help, a 
spare rocker was able to fix the problem but there was a 2nd problem 
as the carby was leaking. The following heat John Benson came out 
onto the track leaking fluid from the front end, but with quick work 
from the flag waver & the heat continued. The final heat for the Saloons was a good spirited run with the first 
4 vehicles driving very close to each other giving no room for others to overtake. All cars were put on the 
trailers with no damage. At the end of the night there was only Ian who needed another push-start by Kristie 
to get to his trailer. 
 
Four trophies were handed out including: Hard Luck Award to Leon, Best Presented to 
Dave, Hard Luck Award to Alan & the Keen-As-Beans Award to Justin. 
 
I would like to thank all the Drivers, Crew, Partners, Family Members, Volunteers & 
Tracks throughout this season for the support & hard work; we appreciate all your 
efforts & determination.  
Keep safe during the off season.  

- Julianne and Kristie Crafter. 
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One Of The Earliest SACSA Club Member - Story. 

SACSA LIFE MEMBER 

 

Paul Francis Lawson  

(Born 9th August 1918, Adelaide) was the museum taxidermist that was commissioned to make the plaster 

cast bust of the Somerton Man. 

 

Personal life 

Lawson was married in 1942 and had two girls. His hobbies used to include driving classic speedway 

cars and clay target shooting. For target shooting, he won the 1936, 1937 and 1952 South Australian State 

Championships. 

 

Early years 

Lawson was born in Adelaide, raised in Prospect, South Australia, and educated at Thebarton Technical 

School. He then completed a short stint at the South Australian Government Trade School, at Kintore Avenue, 

in Adelaide. 

 

Career 

He joined the South Australian Museum as an assistant taxidermist in 1936. During the war years he was 

called up to the HQ of the 6th Calvary Unit, 11th January 1940 to 31st December 1947. During 1953-54, Ruben 

Arthur "Stirt" Sirton of UC Berkeley visited the SA Museum and Lawson accompanied him in the search of 

tertiary fossils at Lake Callabonna leading to the discovery of primitive members of several marsupial 

families. Stirton invited Lawson back to Berkeley, and during 1955-56 Lawson performed paleontological 

laboratory work under Stirton as a Visiting Specialist. Lawson rose to Senior Preparator and retired from the 

SA Museum in 1979. 

 

The black ape incident 

In 1939, Lawson was asked to skin a black ape from the Adelaide Zoo that had died of unknown cause. 

Immediately after, Lawson was critically hospitalized for two weeks with an undiagnosed illness. The 

symptoms were an alternating hot and cold fever. Lawson's prior personal activities in gym work and 

amateur wrestling came to an end as a result. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
To find out more about this incredible man, 
Please visit: 
https://www.eleceng.adelaide.edu.au/personal/dabbott/wiki/index.php/Paul_Francis_Lawson 
 
(All information gathered was received off the above website) 
  

https://www.eleceng.adelaide.edu.au/personal/dabbott/wiki/index.php/Adelaide
https://www.eleceng.adelaide.edu.au/personal/dabbott/wiki/index.php/List_of_facts_we_do_know_about_the_Somerton_Man
https://www.eleceng.adelaide.edu.au/personal/dabbott/wiki/index.php/Midget_car_racing
https://www.eleceng.adelaide.edu.au/personal/dabbott/wiki/index.php/Midget_car_racing
https://www.eleceng.adelaide.edu.au/personal/dabbott/wiki/index.php/Clay_target_shooting
https://www.eleceng.adelaide.edu.au/personal/dabbott/wiki/index.php/Prospect,_South_Australia
https://www.eleceng.adelaide.edu.au/personal/dabbott/wiki/index.php/Thebarton_Technical_School
https://www.eleceng.adelaide.edu.au/personal/dabbott/wiki/index.php/Thebarton_Technical_School
https://www.eleceng.adelaide.edu.au/personal/dabbott/wiki/index.php/South_Australian_Museum
https://www.eleceng.adelaide.edu.au/personal/dabbott/wiki/index.php/Ruben_Arthur_Stirton
https://www.eleceng.adelaide.edu.au/personal/dabbott/wiki/index.php/Ruben_Arthur_Stirton
https://www.eleceng.adelaide.edu.au/personal/dabbott/wiki/index.php/University_of_California_Berkeley
https://www.eleceng.adelaide.edu.au/personal/dabbott/wiki/index.php/Lake_Callabonna
https://www.eleceng.adelaide.edu.au/personal/dabbott/wiki/index.php/Adelaide_Zoo
https://www.eleceng.adelaide.edu.au/personal/dabbott/wiki/index.php/Paul_Francis_Lawson
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SPONSORS WANTED FOR 2019. 
GET YOUR BUSINESS NOTICED! 
WE WELCOME YOUR SUPPORT, 

TELL US HOW YOU CAN HELP US. 
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Office Bearer Nomination form 

 

 

 

I, ……………………………..……………….. being a financial member of the  

South Australian Classic Speedway Association hereby nominate ……………………………. 

for the position of …………………………………………….  

 

Signed…………………………………. 

Date  

Seconded……………………………… 

Date 

 

The following positions will become vacant:  

 President 

 Vice President 

 Secretary 

 Treasurer 

 Section Representatives (Solo, Sidecar, Formula 500/TQ’s, Speedcars, Supermodifieds, Heavy 

Hotrods) 

 Events and Media Coordinator 
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South Australian Classic Speedway Association 
 

Peter Caddy, Secretary  

181 / 33 Golden Grove Rd 

Ridgehaven SA 5097 

 

 

 

To all SACSA members, 

 

Its AGM time again and once more your club is looking to fill committee positions. There are several 

committee members retiring this year and some new personnel would be most welcome.  

 

Please consider how you can support the club, not just by being on the track!!  

 

Yours in Classic Speedway 

 

 

 

 

------------------------ 

Peter Caddy 

Secretary SACSA 

12
th
 June 2018 

(H) 08 8263 0552  

Email: pmtcaddy@tpg.com.au 

 

 

 

SACSA August AGM 
Please be advised that the Annual General Meeting will be held on Tuesday 7

th
 August at the 

clubrooms at 7.30pm.  The following is enclosed:  

 Office Bearer nomination form,  

 Advice for changes to the constitution, 

 Membership renewal form.  

 

To vote at the AGM, your membership must be current.  

 

 

Changes to Constitution 
Changes to the SACSA constitution are required to be in the hands of the Club Secretary by the July 

General Meeting, duly signed by the mover and seconder.   

mailto:pmtcaddy@tpg.com.au
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Renewal / Membership 

Application:  2018/2019 
 

 

 

NAME: ............................................................  SPOUSE: ................................... 

 

ADDRESS: ...................................................................................................................... 

        

 ..................................................................................... POSTCODE: ...................... 

 

EMAIL ADDRESS: ....................................................................................................... 

 

DATE OF BIRTH........................................................................................................... 

 

PHONE: (W)    (H)   (M) 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Speedway / Motor Sport achievements & experience: 

 

 

 

Classic Speedway Vehicles owned:  

 

 

Annual Subscription  $40 single  $45 family  

All subscriptions fall due on 30
th
 June each year. Subscriptions may be paid at a meeting when due 

or payment may be forwarded to the Treasurer. Meetings are held on the first Tuesday of each 

month at Ford T Clubrooms, Port Rd Croydon at 7.30pm.  

Having read and understood the constitution and rules and regulations of the South Australian 

Classic Speedway Association Inc, I hereby agree to obey and uphold the aims, decisions and 

rulings of the Association.  

 

Signed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Date . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

 

 

Please forward your completed and signed form to:  

SACSA   

Rob Casson, Treasurer, 

PO Box 210 

Greenacres SA 5086 

 


